
Nombre ________________________________________ Fecha _______________________________ Per_______ 
 

Español II PBT Capítulo 10  - mini-cuenta 

You will write a short-story about imaginary trip you took in the past.  The trip was taken 

to a Spanish-speaking country (see the map activity we did at the beginning of the year for 
your options).  Your story must have at least 10 different verbs and 10 vocabulary words 

from this chapter.  You must also use authentic sites (specific museums, cities, beaches, 
mountains, lakes, etc.) that are in that country.   Since it is a story, you must have 5 
images - you may use magazines, actual photos from a trip, or images from the internet.  If 

you are feeling creative, it is perfectly fine to draw your images, just remember you will be 
assessed on neatness, so if you are not artistic (like me…) then I would use a different 

source. Please remember that while images are important, the content of your story 
should be your first priority. 
 

The calendar for this project is specific and is outlined below: 
Day 1 – Research for story. 
Day 2 – Write draft of story.  

Day 3 – Peer edit & write final copy 
Day 4 – Finish final booklet, due by the end of class. 

 
You may use other words and phrases but the story MUST HAVE the following: 

 5 steps (at least) in the airport with airport vocabulary (Can be more than one page) 

 The currency of the country (name, exchange rate to USD, photo OR description) 

 2 weather expressions (past tense) 

 3 special places of interest authentic to the country you are choosing to research 

(beach, zoo, park, museum, theater, restaurant etc.) – where you went and what 
you did at each (be specific!) 

 3 trip expressions – at least one positive  and one negative   

 1 Medio de transporte in the country (you may want to research how people get 
around in that particular area)  

 10 Verbs from the unit (including car/gar/zar verbs) – (ir, llegar, facturar, recoger, 
pasear, esquiar, salir, desembarcar, ver, visitar, viajar, regresar, sacar fotos, pagar, 

comprar, conocer la ciudad, etc..) 

 10 vocabulary words from the unit 
 

Because it is a story, you may want to include previously learned vocabulary and things 
from this list (these things earn you creativity points!) 
 

To help you build the story and create “flow” – USE Transiciones: 

Después (de),  after 
Antes (de),   before 

Al principio,  at first 
Por fin,  at last, finally 

Durante  during 
Primero,  first 
Luego/más tarde, later 
De repente,  suddenly 

Entonces,  then/so 
Ayer   yesterday 

El año pasado last year 
También  also 

Además,  in addition 
Pero   but 
En fin,  in the end 

 
 

**The use of an internet translator or other person to assist with the completion of 

the Project will result in a ZERO. No exceptions. Use what YOU know. 
 
 

 
 


